The problem of the In-and-Circumscribed Triangle is a particular case of that of the In-and-Circumscribed Polygon: the last-mentioned problem may be thus stated-to find a polygon such that the angles are situate in and the sides touch a given curve or curves. And we may in the first instance inquire as to the number of such polygons. In the case where the curves containing the angles and touched by the sides respectively are all of them distinct curves, the number of polygons is obtained very easily and has a simple expression: it is equal to twice the product of the orders of the curves containing the 'several angles respectively into the product of the classes of the curves touched by the several sides respectively; or, say, it is equal to twice the product of the orders of the angle-curves into the product of the classes of the side-curves. But when several of the curves become one and the same curve, and in particular when the angles are all of them situate in and the sides all touch one and the same curve, it is a much more diffi cult problem to find the number of polygons. The solution of this problem when the polygon is a triangle, and for all the different relations of identity between the different curves, is the object of the present memoir, which is accordingly entitled " On the Pro blem of the In-and-Circumscribed T r ia n g le t h e methods and principles, however, are applicable to the case of a polygon of any number of sides, the method chiefly made use of being that furnished by the theory of correspondence, as will be explained. The results (for the triangle) are given in the following T able; for the explanation of which
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the before-mentioned result for the polygon: for the case 2 the several separate iden tities a= c, a= e, c-e are of course equivalent to each o th er; and selectin a = c -x, the number of triangles is given as = 2 # (# -l)eBDF. There is a convenience in thus writing down the several forms a = c, a= e\ c -e of the identity or identities which constitute the 52 distinct cases of the T able; and I have accordingly done so throughout the Table, the expression for the number of triangles being however in each case given under one form only. I t only remains to mention that for the curve the Greek letter £ denotes what may be termed the " stativity" of the curve, viz. this is =a number of cusps -f-3 times the class, or, what is the same thing, = number of inflec tions + 3 times the order; viz. the curve is determined by its order , class X , and g; and similarly for q and £. Observe that, in the column 44 Specification," each line is to be read separately from the others, and, where the word " o r" occurs, the two parts of the line are to be read separately; thus case 5, the six forms are a B, letter x (or, as the case may be, x, y, or x, y, z) accompan in the present instance a = B = x , and it is to this first form that the number of triangles, here 2(X #-X -x) c e DF, applies. I remark that what is primarily determined is the number of positions of a particular angle of the triangle, and that in some cases, on account of the symmetry of the figure, the number of triangles is a submultiple of this num ber; viz. the number of positions of the angle is to be divided by % or 6; this is expressly shown, by means of a separate column, in the Table. II  o  II II  II  c$ CD   II  P  P f t  II  II II  f i  ^ ffl   *3  II  p  p  p  II  II II  C B C D   p  p . p  II  II IÎ  C D C D  H  ^  Ô  * N   II  P  P P  II  II II  C S C D   II  C D  II  C D  II  c$   **  II  p  II  P  II 
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i ii ii I d td   11 II  II  C* ft  II   II II  II  4  o  w   II II  II  c* f t   <s>   11   II II il  Id bd ^I   I  II II  a  <& ci  11  II II   II II  II  d  w  ■  II  II  J5  55  II  II  II  c* ^I   I  II  II  td * j o  II II  II  ci a  <ft  c* ft  »  «  s   ii   II  ||  K d  u  1 II H  ft ^H   II II  II  ► ij o  w  II   ft   (1 II  II The foregoing results are chiefly obtained by means of the theory of correspondence; viz. if instead of the triangle aBcDeF we consider the unclosed trilateral where the points a and g are situate on one and the same curve, say the curve a= g, then the points a and g have a certain correspondence, say a (^, -f) correspondence with each other; and when a, g are a " united point" of the correspondence, the trilateral in question becomes an in-and-circumscribed triangle ; that is, the number of triangles is equal to that of the united points of the correspondence, subject however (in many of the cases) to a reduction on account of special solutions. I t may be remarked that by the theory of correspondence the number of the united points is, in several of the cases, but not in all of them, But in some instances I employ a functional method, by assuming that the identical curves are each of them the aggregate of the two curves x, a /: we here obtain for the number of the triangles belonging to the curve xa functional equation <p(x-\-d)-<px-<px'= given function; viz. the expression on the right-hand side depends on the solution of the preceding cases, wherein the number of identities between the several curves is less than in the case under consider ation ; and taking it to be known, the functional equation gives particular solution -f-linear function of (x, X, f). The particular solution is always easily obtainable, and the constants of the linear function can be determined by means of particular forms of the curve x.
The Principle o f Correspondence as applied to the present Problem.-Article Nos. 1 to 6.
1.
Consider the unclosed trilateral aBcDeFg, where the points a an the same curve, a= g. Starting from an arbitrary point a on the curve #, we have aBc any one of the tangents from a to the curve B, touching this curve, say at the point B, and intersecting the curve ci n a point c ; viz. c is any one of the intersections of aBc the curve c ; we have then similarly cDe any one of the tangents from c to the curve D, touching it, say at D, and intersecting the curve ei n a point e ; viz. the point e is any one of the inter sections in question; and then in like manner we have eFg any one of the tangents from e to the curve F, touching it, say at F, and intersecting the curve g (= a) in a point g ; viz. g is any one of the intersections in question. Suppose that to a given position of a there correspond % positions of g; it is easy to find the value of x; viz. if (as above tacitly supposed) the curves #, B, c, D, 0, F are all of them distinct curves, then the number of the tangents dBc i s = B ; there are on each of them c points c ; through each of these we have D tangents cDe; on each of these e points e ; through each of these F tangents cFg; and on each of these a points g; that is, x But if some of the curves become one and the same curve-if, for instance, B = c, the line d B ci s here a tangent from a point a on the curve, we exclude the tangent at the point a, and the number of the remaining tangents is = ( A -2); each tangent meets the curve in the point a counting once, the point B counting twice, and in ( -3) other 3 g 2 
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points; that is, the number of the points c is = ( A -3), and so in other cases; the calculation is always immediate, and the only difference is that, instead of a factor a or A, we have such factor in its original form or diminished by 1, 2, or 3, as the case may be. Similarly starting fromy, considered as a given point on the curve g(=a), we find the number of the corresponding points a ; thus in the case where the curves are all distinct curves, we have (=% ); and so in other cases we find the value of x!-The points (a, g) have thus a (%, x ) correspondence, where the values of y, v* are found as above.
2. There will be occasion to consider the case where in the triangle aBcFeF (or say the triangle aBcDeFa) the point a is not subjected to any condition whatever, but is a free point. There is in this case a " locus of a " which is at once constructed as follows: viz. starting with an arbitrary tangent dBc of the curve B, touching it at B and inter secting the curve ci n a point c ; through c we draw to the curve D th touching it at D and intersecting the curve ei n a F the tangent e F# , touching it at F and intersecting the original arbitrary ta in a point a, which is a point on the locus in question. W e can, it is clear, at once de termine how many points of the locus lie on an arbitrary tangent of the curve B (or of the curve F).
3. The general form of the equation of correspondence is
viz. if on a curve for which twice the deficiency is = A we have a point P corresponding to certain other points P', Q', . . . in such wise th at P, P' have an (a, a') correspondence, P, Q! a (/3, /3') correspondence, & c.; and if (a) be the number of the united points (P, P'), (b) the number of the united points (P, Q'), & c.; and if moreover for a given position of P on the curve the points P', Q' . . . are obtained as the intersections of the curve with a curve © (depending on the point P) which meets the curve Tc times at P, p times at each of the points P', q times at each of the points Q!, & c.; then the relation between the several quantities is as stated above: see my " Second Memoir on the Curves which satisfy given conditions," Philosophical Transactions, vol. 159 (1868), pp. 145-172. I omit for the present purpose the term " Supp.," treating it as included in the other terms. 4. In the present case we consider, as already mentioned, the unclosed trilateral aBcFeFg, where the angles a, g are on one and the same curv general theorem ); and the curve © is the system of lines which by their intersec tion with the curve a determine the points g. Considering these as the points (P, P') of the general theorem we h a v e^? = l: I change the notation, and instead of a -a -a' write g~x~x !> viz* 1 take (S) f°r the number of the united points (a, g), and suppose that the points (a, g) have a fo, %') correspondence. The most simple ca when the curve a is distinct from each of the curves , F ; here all the intersections of the line-system eFg with the curve a are points g, that is we have only the correspondence (a, g ); and since the line-system eFg does not pass through the point a, we have simply g-z -x'=°-5. But suppose that the curves a, #, F are one and the same curve, say th understanding by the point F the point of contact of a line eFg with the curve «, then the intersections of the line-system eFg with the curve a are the points g each once, the points F each twice, and the points e each as many times as there are lines eFg through the point e, say each M times. (In the present case, where the curves e, F are identical, we have M = F -2 o r F -3 according as the curve D is or is not distinct from the curve F ; in the cases afterwards referred to, the values may be F or F -1; that is, we have always M = F ,F -1, F -2, F -3, as the case maybe.) W e have to consider the several corre spondences (a, g) , (a, F), (a, e) ; T ci s as before= 0 ; and the form of
where the symbols denote as follows, viz.
( a, g ) have a (%, yj) correspondence and No. of united p oin ts= g ,
so that the determination of g here depends upon that of f -< p-< p' and e -s -s'. 6. The curve a might however have been identical with only one of the curves e, F ; viz. if a = F, but ei s a distinct curve, then the equation will contain the t 2(f-< p-p'), but not the term M (e-s-s') ; and so if , but F is a distinct curve, then the equation will not contain 2(f-< p -< pr), but will contain M(e -e-s') : it is to be noticed that in this last case we have M = F or M = F -1, according as the curve D is not, or is, one and the same curve with F. The determination of (g) here depends upon that of f -< p-<p' or e -s-s', as the case may be. These subsidiary values f -<p -< f> ' and e -g-s' are obtained by means of a more simple application of the principle of corre spondence, as will appear in the sequel*, but for the moment I do not pursue the question.
Locus o f a free angle (a).-Art. Nos. 7 to 14. 7.
I consider the case where a is a» distinct curve gfee, g^F, and where, as was seen, the equation is simply g -* Seejpost, Nos. 2 4 et seq.
I suppose further that a is distinct from all the other curves, or say, , that a is a distinct curve. The values of %, %' will here each of them contain the factor a, say we have x -a*> , and therefore the equation gives g=a(a>+&>'). It is obvious that a/, oJ are the values assumed by %, respectively in the particular case where the curve a is an arbitrary line (a = 1) ; and a-\-aJ is the numbe this line.
8. Suppose now that in the triangle aBcT)eFa the point is a free point, we have, as above mentioned, a locus of «, and the united points on the arbitrary line are the inter sections of the line with this locus; that is, the locus meets the arbitrary line in u-\-oJ points; or, what is the same thing, the order of the locus is 9. I stop for a moment to remark that in the particular case where the curve B is a point ( B = l) , then in the construction of the locus of a the arbitrary tangent is an arbitrary line through B, and the construction gives on this line a positions of the point a. But drawing from B a tangent to the curve F, and thus constructing in order the points F, e, D, c, a , the construction shows that B and (by what precedes) an arbitrary line through B meets the locus in u other points; that is, in the particular case where the curve B is a point, the order of the locus of a is =*y-fV, which agrees with the foregoing result.
10. The construction for the locus of a may be presented in the following form : viz. drawing to the curve D a tangent c D e, meeting the curve tively ; then if from any point c we draw to the curve B a tangent and from any point e to the curve F a tangent eF a , the tangents interse required locus. Hence if in any particular case (that is for any particular position of the tangent cJ5e) the lines e?B«, eF a become one and the an indeterminate point on this line ; that is, the line in question will be part of the locus of a. 1 1 . The case cannot in general arise so long as the curves B, F are distinct from each other; but when these are one and the same curve, say when B = F , it will arise, and that in two distinct ways. To show how this is, suppose, to fix the ideas, that the curves c, D, e are distinct from each other and from the curve B = F . Then the first mode is that shown in the annexed " first mode figure," viz. we have here a tangent at I) passing through a point ce of the intersection of the curves c, e, and from this point a tangent drawn to the curve B = F . For the position in question of the tangent of D, the points , e coincide with each other, and we have thus the coincident tangents cBa and to the identical curves B = F . It is further to be remarked that the number of the points of intersection is -c e ; from each of these there are B tangents to the all c e. B tangents), and each of these counts once in respect of each of the D tangents to the curve D, that is, it counts D times. W e have thus, as part of the locus of B lines each D times, or, say, first-mode reduction= ce.B .D .
12. The second mode is that shown in the annexed " second-mode figure." The 13. It is important to remark that each of the two modes arises whatever relations of identity subsist between the curves c, e, D, and B = F , but with considerable modification of form. Thus if the curves c, e are identical (c=e) but distinct from D, then first-mode figure ce may be a node or a cusp of the curve , or it may be a point of contact of a common tangent of the curves D, and c-e. As regards the node, remark that if we consider a tangent of D meeting the curve in the neighbourhood of the node, then of the two points of intersection each in succession may be taken for the point c, and the other of them will be the point e ; so that the node counts twice. I t requires more consideration to perceive, but it will be readily accepted that the cusp counts three times. Hence if for the curve c= e the number of nodes be =c> and that of cusps = # , the value of the first-mode reduction is =(2 §-b3«-j-C)BD, or, what is the same thing, it is = ( c 2-c)BD.
As regards the second-mode figure, the only difference is that , e will be here any pair of intersections (each pair twice) of the tangent with the curve c = e ; the value is thus =(<?-c)BD. I t would be by no means uninteresting to enumerate the different cases, and indeed there might be a propriety in doing so h ere; but I have (instead of this) considered the several cases when and as they arise in connexion with any of the cases of the in-andcircumscribed triangle.
14. Observe that the general result is, that in the case B = F of the identity of the curves B and F, but not otherwise, the locus of a includes as part of itself a system of lines; or, say, that it is made up of these lines, and of a residual curve of the order -Bed., which is the proper locus.
Application o f the foregoing Theory as to the locus o f {a).
Art. Nos. 15 to 17. 15. Reverting now to the case where the angle a is not a free angle but is situate on a given curve a, then if the curve a is distinct from the curves e, F, the number of posi tions of a is, as was seen, g=% +% f. Bjit the points in question are the intersections of the curve a with the locus of a considered as a free angle; and hence in the case B = F , but not otherwise, they are made up of the intersections of the curve a with the system of lines, and of its intersections with the proper locus of a. But the intersections with the system of lines are improper solutions of the problem (or, to use a locution which may be convenient, they are " heterotypic " solutions) : the true solutions are the inter sections with the proper locus of a; and the number of these is not =a(c»-\-cJ), but it is =a(&>+d-Red.) ; say it is = % + £ '-Red., where the symbol " Red." used to signify a times the number of lines, or reduction in the expression Red. of the order of the proper locus of a.
16. I t is however to be noticed that if the curve <z, being as is assumed distinct from the curves e, and F = B , is identical with one or both of the remaining curves foregoing expression X~\~Xr -Bed. may include positions which are n the problem, viz. the curve a may pass through special points on the proper locus of a, giving intersections which are a new kind of heterotypic solutions*.
17. But this cannot happen if the curve a is distinct also from the curves <?, D ; or, say, simply when a is a distinct curve. The conclusion is, that in the case w distinct curve we have
where the term " Bed." vanishes except in the case of the identity B = F of the curves B, F ; and that when this identity subsists it is = a times the reduction in the order of the locus of a considered as a free angle; viz. this consists of a first-mode and a second mode reduction as above explained.
Remarks in regard to the Solutions fo r the 52 Cases. Art. Nos. 18 to 23.
18. Before going further I remark that the principle of correspondence applies to corresponding and united tangents in like manner as to corresponding and united points, and that all the investigations in regard to the in-and-circumscribed triangle might thus be presented in the reciprocal form, where, instead of points and lines, we have lines and points respectively. But there is no occasion to employ any such reciprocal process; the result to which it would lead is the reciprocal of a result given by the original process, and as such it can always be obtained by reciprocation of the original result, without any performance of the reciprocal process. 19. It is hardly necessary to remark th at although reciprocal results would, by the employment of the two processes respectively, be obtained in a precisely similar manner, yet that this is not so when only one of the reciprocal processes is made use o f; so that, using one process only, it may be and in general is easier and more convenient to obtain directly one than the other of two reciprocal results; for instance, to consider the case B = D = F rather than a = c = e, or vice versa; and t having obtained the one result, directly to deduce from it the other by reciprocity; but that it may nevertheless be interesting to obtain each of the two results directly.
20. I t is moreover obvious th at although the several forms of the same case, for instance Case 2, a -c , a = e , or <?=<?, are absolutely equivalent to e when as above we select a vertex a, and seek for the number of the united points the process of obtaining the result will be altogether different according to the different form which we employ. For instance, in the case ju st referred to, if the form is taken to be a = c or c-e , then the equation g=% +% f is applicable to i t ; but not so if the form is taken to be a = e. I t would be by no means uninteresting in every case to consider the several forms successively and get out the result from each of th e m ; I shall not, however, do this, but only consider two or more forms of the same case when for com parison, illustration, verification, or otherwise it appears proper so to do. The transla tion of a result, for instance, of a form a -e or into th at for th easy and obvious, th at it is not even necessary formally to make it.
21. I do not at present further consider the general theory, but proceed to consider in order the 52 cases, interpolating in regard to the general theory such further discus sion or explanation as may appear necessary. In the several instances in which the equation g = % +^f is applicable, it is sufficient to write down the values of the mode of obtaining these being already explained.
The 52 cases f o r the in-and-circ triangles.
Second process, for form a -e -x . The equation of correspondence is here g -%-%' + F (e -g-s')= 0 but the points e being given as all the intersections of the curve a(= e) by the line-system cDe which does not pass through a, we have so that g =% +% '; and then it is easy to see that a, /3, y are independent of the curves B, D, F ; and taking each of these to be a point, and the curve a = c = e to be a conic, then it is known that we have 2 = 16 -24-j-2a + 2/3+6y, that is a -b j3 + 3 y = 5 .
The case where the curve a -c= e is a line gives 0 = 2 -6 + a + 3 y , that is, a-j-3,y = 4 ; but it is not easy to find another condition; assuming however 0, we have a = 4 , /3=1, and thence
this is a good easy example of the functional process, the use of which begins to exhibit itself; and I have therefore given it, notwithstanding the difficulty as to the complete determination of the constants. where, however, the term *BDF is to be rejected. I cannot quite explain th is; I should rather have expected a rejection=2*BDF, introducing the term -x. For consider a tangent from the curve D from a cusp of the curve a = c = e : there are D such tangents; each gives in the neighbourhood of the cusp two points, say c, e ; and from these we 3 H 2 draw B tangents cBa to the curve B, and F tangents eFa to the curve F ; we have thus in respect of the given tangent of D, B F positions of a, or in all BD F positions of a which will ultimately coincide with the cu sp ; that is, BDF infinitesimal triangles of which the angles a c, e coincide together at the cusp; and for all the cusps together xBDF such triangles': this would be what is w anted; the difficulty is that as (of the two intersections at the cusp) each in succession m ight be taken for c, and the other of them for e, it would seem that the foregoing num ber *BDF should be multiplied by 2.
Case 7. B = D = F = a \ Here g = x + x lB ed-and x = X c ( X -l ) e ( X -] > , %, = X e(X -l)c (X -l ) a ( = x ) ; thatls> X+X-= 2 X (X -1 face.
The reductions of the two modes are as above, with only the variation that in the present case D is the same curve with the two curves B = F . T hat of the first mode is = X ( X -1 )ace, and that of the second mode is (2r + 3 which is -{X (X -1) x ja ce, together they are = { 2 X (X -1 or subtracting, we have g = {2X (X -1)(X - Second process:
giving the former result.
Case 12. c = e = x , a -B -y. x = B x Y ( x -l ) F y , ^= F x Y ( x -l ) B y ( = x ),
g =2^(^r-1)^YBF.
Case 13. F = B = x , a = T )= y . By reciprocation of 12. , .
No. = 2 X ( X -1 ) Y yce. Case 17.
Case 14. c = e = x , a -B -y. X = (Y -2 )x D (x -l)F y >
c-e = x 7 B = F -y.
But we have here dD as an axis of symmetry, so th at each triangle is counted twice* or the number of distinct triangles is = -|g . But we have here eB as an axis of symmetry, so th at each triangle or the number of distinct triangles is =^g .
X= B x ( X -2 ) y ( Y -2 ) a , x ' = Y «, g = {^y(X-2)(Y-2 )+ X Y (# -2)(y-2)}«B = 2 {^ryXY-xg(X.+ Y )-X Y (x -\-y)+ 2xy+ 2X Y } ciB.

Case 21. c = B = x , e-B -y.
X = X ( tf -2 ) % ( Y -2 ) « , x ! = Y ( y -2 ) D x ( X -2 y (7 g = {X(Y-2)y(x-2)-{-Y ('X .-2)x(y-2)}aD = 2 { x y X Y -x y ( X + Y ) -X Y (x + y )+ 2 x Y + 2 y X } a D .
Case 26. a -c = x , B = D = y , e-Y -z. x = Y (^-l ) ( Y -l > ( Z -2 > , X'= Z (2:-2)Y^(Y-l)(a?-1), g -x {x -1 )Y( Y -1){^(Z -2 )+ Z (« -2)} = 2 < a r -l ) Y ( Y -l ) (^Z -2 -Z ) .
Case 27. a = c = e = x , B = F = y .By reciprocation of 28.
where each triangle is counted twice, so th a t the number is really one half of this.
Case 28. B = D = F = # , c = e = y . H ere g = x -f.x ' -Red.
x = X y ( X -l ) ( y -l ) ( X -l K x '= X^( X -l)(y -1)(X -l)a(==x ), X + % '=^( y~ 1 ) .2 X ( X -1 ) 2. J The reductions are those of the first and se cond mode as explained above, with the variation that the curves c and e are here identical, c= e, and that the curve D is identical with the curves B = F .
First-mode reduction is a(C +2& +3*)B (B -1) (where & , * refer to the curve c-e), which is = a c (c -l ) B ( B -l ) ;
that is, the reduction is = zay(y-1)X (X -1).
And the second-mode reduction is a(2r-\-3i)c(c-l )
(where r, / refer to the curve B = D = F ) , which is
=a{B(B-1)-b}c(c-1 ) ;
that is, the reduction is -a y ( y -1){X (X -1 )-x}. Hence the two together are -a y{y-1){2X (X -1)-x}; and subtracting from x^x ' we have g -a y(y-1)' {2X (X-1)(X -2)+ * }; but on account of the symmetry each triangle is reckoned twice, and the number of triangles is =^g . Case 29. a = c = B = ,r, D = F = y. 
X= ( X -2 ) ( X-S ) Y e ( Y -l ) x , yj= Y«(Y-1 )x(X-2 ) ( X -3 ) ( = %
)
N o . = 2 ( * -l ) { a y X Y -^( X + Y ) -X Y ( ir + y ) + 2 t f y + 2 X Y } F .
Case 38. B = D = a = x , T ? -e = y .
% = (X -2)c(X -l)y (Y -2)x, x ' = Y ( y -2 ) X c ( X -l ) ( x -2 ) , g = ( X -l ) c { x y ( X -2 ) ( Y -2 ) + X Y ( x -2 ) ( y -2 ) } = 2 ( X -l ) { x y X Y -x y ( X + Y ) -X Y ( x + y ) + 2 x y + 2 X Y } c .
Case 89. a = c = e -l$= d'. Functional process; the curve is assumed to be the aggregate of two a = e = e = B = x s'. Form ing the enumeration
Case. 
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(where the second column is derived from the first by a mere interchange of the accented and unaccented letters), I annex to each line the number of the case to which it belongs; thus a/XarDarF is B = c -e = x ,which is Case 10, and so in the other instances. Observing that cases 10 and 14 occur each twice, we have thus
. (10) The enumeration is
Case.
x Ba?XeX
x' . x X .X &c. (11) x . a / X . X (H )
. (21) where the (. .)'s refer to the like functions with the two sets of letters interchanged. Developing and collecting, we have Moreover, the data being sibireciprocal, the result must be so likewise; we must there fore have L =1. W e thus obtain L = Z = x = -4; so that finally <px = { X 2(2#2 -6 H -4)'+ X( --f 1 -4) + 4#2--4 §} eB. 
( X -l ) ( X -) (^-l X^-) -4 ( -X -ir + + l) , viz. this is
Be {X 2(2#2-6 # + 4 ) + X (-6#2+ 1 &r-4) -f -4% }.
Third process: form c= e= F= B = # .
g=X .+% ,-Red.,
The first-mode reduction is here Kg. 4. «D [(X -2 )X + (X -4 )2 S + (X -3 )3 * + *];
where the last term aDx arises from the tangents cBa and eFa, each coinciding with a cuspidal tan gent, as shown in the figure.
The second-mode reduction is viz. this is the number of positions of the angle a ; but several of these belong to special forms of the triangle dBcDeF, giving heterotypic solutions, which are to be rejected; the required number is thus
The reduction is due first and secondly to triangles wherein the angle a coincides with an angle c or e, and thirdly to triangles wherein the angles a, c, e all coincide. 1°. Take for the side cDe a double tangent of the curve B = D = F , this meets the
curve a -G-e in x points, and selecting any one of them for e and any other for c, we have from the last-mentioned point Y -2 tangents to the curve B = D = F ; and in respect of each of these a position of a coincident with c. The reduction on this account is 2rx(x-1)(Y -2 ); but since we may in the figure interchange c and e, B and F, we have the same number belonging to the coincidence of the angles a, e, or together the reduction is = 4rx(x-1)(Y-2). But instead of a double tangent we may have cDe a staFig_ 6 tionary tangent; we have thus reductions 3/ x 1)(Y -2) and 3/
x ( x-1)(Y-2), together 6/ x (x -1)(Y -2 ) ; and fo the double and stationary tangents together we have
The side cDe may be taken to be a tangent to the curve B = D = F at any one of its intersections w ith the curve a -c= e. Taking then the point e at the intersection in question, and the point c at any other of the intersec tions of the tangent with the curve a = c = e , and from c drawing any other tangent to the curve B = D = F , there is in respect of each of these tangents a position of at c ; and the reduction on this account is = x y (x -1),(Y-1). But interchanging in the figure the letters c , e, B, F, there is an equal reduc- tion belonging to the coincidence of a, e ; and the whole reduction in this manner is B = 2 x (x -l ) y ( Y -l).
3°. I f the side cJDe intersects the curve a = c -e in two coincident points, then taking these in either order for the points c, e, and from the two points respectively drawing two other tangents to the curve D = B = F , we have a triangle wherein the angles a, c, 6 all coincide. The side cDe may be a proper tangent to the curve a = c= e , or it may pass through a node or a cusp of this curve, viz. it is either a common tangent of the curves B = D = F and a = c = e (as in the figure, except th a t for greater distinctness the points c and e are there drawn nearly instead of actually coincident), or it may be a tangent to the curve B = D = F from a node or a cusp of the curve a = c = e ; we have thus the num bers but (as we are counting intersections w ith th e curve ) the second of these, as being at a node of this curve, is to be taken 2 tim es; and the third, as being at a cusp, 3 tim es; and the three together are thus
={
x ( x-1)-X }T (Y -X)(Y-2).
The reductions 1°, 2°, 3° altogether are
and subtracting from the before-mentioned num ber
the required num ber of positions of the angle a is
The num ber of triangles is on account of the symmetry equal to one-sixth of this number.
Case 44.
there is a division by 2 on account of the symmetry. . X x 'X x 38
. X 'x'X 'x'X 41 and we thus have x + x '= ® int0
There is a first-mode reduction, which is
where the term a . 2 r(X -3) arises, as shown in the figure, and a second-mode reduction, which is
and the two together are -a into
3)( 4)( -9 * + 3 § ) ;
that is, = a into -x? -f^. 2 X 2-1 0 X -f l l + # . -10X2+ 2 6 X + 8 + 4 X 2+ 4 4 X + £ ( 6 # + 4 X -4 2 ) ; and subtracting this from the foregoing value of which is -a into 2X3-12X2+ 18X) -H r ( -1 0 X 3-f60X 2-90X) + 12X3-72X2+ 108X , the result is as before. 
k 2
There is a division by 2 on account of the symmetry. The Case 52, as belonging to a different series o f Problems. Art. Nos. 22 to 36. 22. In the foregoing Case 52, where all the curves are one and the same curve, we have the unclosed trilateral aBcDeFg, and we seek for the number of the united points (i a , g). But we may consider this as belonging to a series of questions, viz. we may seek for the number of the united points (#, B), (a, c), ( , D), (a, e) , , F), (the last four of these giving by reciprocity the numbers of the united points (B, D), (B, e \ (B, F), (B, g )\ and finally the number of the united points ( , g). It is very instructive to consider this series of questions, and the more so that in those which precede (a, F) there are only special solutions having reference to the singular points and tangents of the curve, and that the solutions thus explain themselves.
23. Thus the first case is that of the united points ( , B), viz. we have here a point a on the curve, and from it we draw to the curve a tangent <zB touching it at B ; the points a and B are to coincide together. Observe that from a point in general a of the curve we have X -2 tangents (X the class as heretofore), viz. we disregard altogether the tangent at the point, counting as 2 of the X tangents from a point not on the curve, and attend exclusively to the X -2 tangents fro m the point. Now if the inflection, or if it is a cusp, there are only X -3 tangents, or, to speak more accurately, one of the X -2 tangents has come to coincide with the tangent at the poin t; such tangent is a tangent of three-pointic intersection, viz. we have the point a and the point B (counting, as a point of contact, twice) all three coinciding; that is, we have a position of the united point (  a, B) ; and the number of these united points is =/-{-«. 24. I t is important to notice that neither a point of contact of a double tangent, nor a double point, is a united point. In the case of the point of contact of a double tangent, one of the tangents from the point coincides with the double tangent; but the point B is here the other point of contact of this tangent, so that the points a, B are not coin cident. In the case of a double point, regarding the assumed position of a at the double point as belonging to one of the two branches, then of the X -2 tangents there are two, each coinciding with the tangent to the other branch; hence, attending to either of these, the point B belongs to the other branch, and thus, though a and B are each of them at the double point, the two do not constitute a united point. (In illustration remark that for a unicursal curve, the position of a answers to a value =X, and that of B to a value -g* of the parameter 0, viz. X, are the two values of 6 at the double point; contrariwise in the foregoing case of a cusp, where there is a single value \ -gj. Hence the whole number of the united points (a, B) is = / + * , and this is in fact the value given (as will presently appear) by the theory of correspondence.
I recall that I use A, = 2 D , to denote twice the deficiency of the curve, viz. that we have A = X -2 # + 2 + * , = -2x-2 X + 2 + g . 25. The several cases are U n ited points.
( « 5^) g -X -X + 2 ( f -P -<p')+(x -3 )(e-g -s' )= 0 , (B, H ) go-Xo-Xo by reciprocity, and so on.
26. The mode of obtaining these equations appears , Nos. 5 and 6, but for great clearness I will explain it in regard to a pair of the equations, say those for ( , D). Regarding a as given, we draw from a the tangents aBc, touching at B and besides inter secting at c (viz. the number of tangents is = X -2, and the number of the points c is = ( X -2)(#-3)); from each of the positions of c we draw to the curve the (X -3) tangents cDe touching at D and intersecting at e ; the whole number of these is = ( X -2 ) ( x-3)(X -3); and this is also the number of the points D, but the nu of the points e is = (X -2) ( x -3 )(X -3) ( x -3). Now this system of the (X -2)(#-3)(X -3) tangents is the curve © of the general theory (ante, Nos. 3, 4), viz. the curve © (which does not pass through a) intersects the given curve in the three classes of points c, D, e, the number of intersections a at a point D being = 2 , and at a point c b e in g = X -3. And we have thus the equation e -g-g'-f-2(d-&-&')+(x -3)(c-y-y ')= 0 , where e, d, c are the numbers of united points and (g, s'), (&, S'), (y, the correspondences in the three cases respectively.
27. Observe that we cannot, starting from a, obtain in this manner the equation for the number of the united points ( a, D ); for we in thus obtain the foregoing equation for (a, e). But starting from D, the tangent at this point besides intersects the curve in (x -2) points, each of which is a position of c ; and from each of these drawing a tangent cBa to the curve, we have the curve 0 consist ing of these ( x-2)(X -3) tangents, not passing through D, but intersecting curve in the three classes of points c, B, a, viz. th c is = X -3, at each point B it is = 2 , and each point a it is = 1 ; and we have thus the equation thing (a, B) ) respectively.
28. Correspondence (a, B) . W e have /3 = X -2, (3 '= x -2 , and thence b = # + X -4+ 2 A = -3tf-3X +2£, and then i = ( X -2)(a?-3)(X -3), S '= (a?-2 )(X -3)(a? whence d=(a?-3)(X -3)(X+a?-4) + ( -2 X -2a?+18)( -2 X -2a?+2+£), which is = X a( a?+ 1) +X (a?2-2a?-19) + a?2-19a? + | ( -2 X -2^+ 1 8 ). The united points (a, e) are in fact, 1°, each of the a?-4 intersections of a double tangent with the curve, in respect of the two contacts and of the remaining x -5 inter sections ; 2°, each double point in respect of the two branches and of the pairs of tangents from it to the curve; 3°, each of the a?--3 intersections of each of the tangents at a double point with the curve; 4°, each of the x -3 intersections of a tangent at an inflection (stationary tan gent) with the curve, in respect of the (a?-4) remaining intersections; 5°, each inflection in respect of the x -3 intersections of the tangent with the curve; and 6°, each cusp in respect of the pairs of tangents from it to the curve. Thus (2°), the double point in respect of the branch which contains c, and of the two tangents from it to the curve, is a position of the united point (a, e), as appearing in the figure.
34. Correspondence (B, E). By reciprocation of (a, e). This result includes proper solutions of the problem of finding the number of the triangles aBcDeF, which are such that the side ea touches the curve at a ; and also heterotypic solutions having reference to the singular points of the curve; but I have not determined the number of solutions of each kind. + X 2( -11) + X ( 4 # -10) -J-a)#2-91#+"114, j which difference must be the number of heterotypic solutions having relation to the singularities of the curve; but I have not further considered this.
